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Abstract
This paper focuses on Japanese and Chinese and focuses on aspects of aspect.　The perfect result 
representing the result can be subdivided into state perfect and event perfect．In Japanese and Chinese 
it corresponds in case of state perfect, but it does not correspond in case of event perfect.　The time 
component can be classified into an operation period component and a simple period component．
Through co-occurrence with time component we can see the difference in semantic features between 
Japanese and Chinese verbs．Although the ［±telicity］ predicate verb of Japanese co-occurs with the 
operation period component, Chinese co-occur only with the［+telicity］predicate verb.　This does 
not result from merely semantic features of verbs, but also relates to aspect formats.  That is, "た（ta）
" co-occur with a non-marginal verb, but "了（le）" does not co-occur with it. "Die" type verb does not 
cooperate with a simple time component because it does not have persistence, but "Swelling" kind verbs 
have sustainability and limitation, so they co-occur with a simple period component. "Die" kind of verb 
does not coincide with simple time component, but "swollen" type verb co-occur with simple period 
component. 
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　　　  b 花一个小时推开了窗户．
　（18）a 一時間窓を開けていた．　〈単純期間成分〉
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